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Thank you for being here for this vital subject. At least the weather is/is not raining cats
&dogs, or as one should now say, Handcuffs & D Notices!
I am Roger W-M and editor promoter of the informative non-political Brexit and Freedom
web site concordanceOUT.eu. THE OUT IS VITAL!
if only the ignorant politicians especially the PM read from it and inwardly digested
the details as we were taught, then BREXIT would be achieved and FREEDOMS
released form Peril.
GOOD HEALTH is the first major concern
FREEDOM IS THE NEXT ESSENTIAL concern. Freedom to think, to move, to respect
the UK & its customs and traditions, Freedom to be tolerant to the tolerant and respectful,
We seek Tolerance and Respectfulness not only from all immigrants but also from the House
of Lords and the Remoaners. Our Democracy and Christian ways receive neither.
Dr Karl Popper said that “The Paradox of Tolerance says that unlimited tolerance will
lead to the death of tolerance”. Accordingly ….Defending tolerance includes being
intolerant of intolerance…and disrespectfulness I should add. So this Philosopher Karl
Popper wrote in 1945.
So The PC are in grave error. The Met Police and the Remoaners are in error too. [Are the
THOUGHT POLICE HERE TODAY?
but the UK media is not free…the media are a collection of interest groups that ruthlessly
promote their own agendas and bend the facts when it suits them
We know this as that was and still is BREXIT REMAINER BEHAVIOUR!
Mrs May is trading away our military Defence for commercial matters: see Kit Kat papers
on concordance. See Brexit Reset from CIB on concordance. Now wait and read the new
Brocklebank Papers soon to go up.
If the UK cannot defend itself and is a subordinated country to EU in Defence matters as
May plans, then we are all vulnerable and NATO has lost a vital arm to its EU competition!
This will not do. It suits Mrs May to offer our military support for the project as a trade off for some sort

of "
deep and special" trade deal. She is keen on cranking up fears of ( IMHO) fictitious Russian threat. Of Russia I think
it might be said " Cet animal est mechant . Quand on l'attaque, il se defend" . Apologies for absence of acute
accents.

ABOVE ALL FREEDOM TO SPEAK The PC world of untruth speak is not FREE It is
a betrayal of these FREEDOMS.

This has been observed in the arrests of many including Paul Weston for reciting
Churchill’s words in Winchester
And in the arrest of the HYDE Park gentle inquiring well-spoken lady last week ,asking a
policeman about Islamist kneeling obstructions contrary to Hyde Park regulations…she was
unsettled…, then next morning there followed illegal actions of the violent London Met
police and they arrested her at her home.
This has been observed in the arrests and imprisonment of brave others who should be
free to exercise UK established rights to free speech namely ….Tommy Robinson Jayda
Franzen Paul Golding and a veteran Jez Bedford Turner…possibly even the poet and
singer Alison Chabriz being sentenced on the 14 of June next week.
These are more than the thin end of a tsunami of PC and or Common Purpose [CP] attacks
on all that the UK cherishes as its Cultural and Christian traditions
Why are we now corrupted by the untruthful bully platform of PC and CP?
CP has an international agenda. The Brexit voters do not.
PC destroys all that is true and good. It has given birth to an ugly sibling, “ Hate
Speech”….a crime it seems without a guilty mind or an HATE concept by either party, only
the subjective self-inflicted allegedly Gross Offensiveness by a third nosey offensive
bystander. This is absolutely tyrannous and ORWELLIAN and beyond reason!
I give an example from tomorrow’s paper:- [ssh are the thought police here yet?]
The Arch B of C in his Cathedral reading the Athanasian Creed, used since the 6th century,
confirming the Holy Trinity and thereby in PC world of Hate Crime causing offense to those
who are Muslim and seek another but single God. When the reading was concluded the
Police arrested the cleric for the Hate crime of causing Gross Offense to a Muslim whilst
wandering around admiring the architecture….no doubt one of those many who march in
Pall Mall under a banner seeking beheading for all those who insult Mohammed….but they
were escorted by the London Police of course. The same police who shield Muslim drivers
who have bene seen on U-Tube leaning out of vehicle windows threatening to murder
Christians.
Such is modern Britain. To “Hate” is to hurt ones-self. I avoid it. It achieves nothing yet this
so called hate-crime coupled with PC is actively destroying UK FREEDOMS including the
treasured FREEDOM OF SPEECH.
Such is the loss of our national and cherished FREEDOMS.
Such is the Alice in Wonderland UK where we now find ourselves.
Truth is vital in thought, word and deed.
Education demands the untarnished TRUTH. Alas, TRUTH is not in our schools

‘curriculum now. Generations have been betrayed, as the educationalist Christopher
McGovern regularly proclaims but Westminster does not listen…..for all these reasons and
more, but not least that Westminster is deaf if the facts and opinion come from the WRONG
source rather than the muddle bubble babble of the PC source!
IT IS the SAME ignorance and disaster WITH BREXIT.
It is only with Freedom that TRUTH prevails over deceit. Deceit begets disaster.

OUR MEDIA:
I am indebted to the DT on Tuesday for suggesting an idea for a
cartoon of Heathrow departure lounge.
It epitomises the cess pit of disasters that the UK now finds itself in with the Communist
Labour Remainers and the Left wing Big State Federal majority Tory-May party.

Here is what I see now on that departure board
-Westminster Bias and Obstruction…….. BOARDING
Integrity ………………………………… CANCELLED:
Brexit……………………………………. STILL DELAYED
Incompetence and Muddle……………… BOARDING
Ignorance and impracticality ……………..BOARDING
Uncertainty & Secrecy…………………… BOARDING
Patriotism, Loyalty and Democracy…….. DELAYED
Truth …………………………………… CANCELLED

WHAT TO DO NOW?
We have to regain our Freedoms and achieve a true Brexit
The answer is to promote a political party into Westminster. These Westmonsters only do the
necessary when they are threatened by loss of monies, of power, of privileges and perks!
HOW?
We must all join together and unite…hopefully many of those who support the current
Westminster parties.
We all need now to decide on the survival of Free Speech and Democrat future and so join
the only Brexit Freedom party.
There is only one party with an army of street volunteers who are rearing to get roaring

again on the streets of England
There is only one party with candidates for Parliament.
That party is NEW UKIP GB.
It believes in Freedom and it believes in Sovereignty and BREXIT and in honouring
the Referendum.
New
UKIP
GB

because the Farage era of Referendum success is behind us
because it is ready for the next General Election and now seeks to hold
the balance of power in Westminster for there is no one else.
because of Great Britain as well as Gerard Batten

ONLY POLITICAL PARTIES WILL CHANG E THESE CURREN T DISASTERS.
By all means march, demonstrate, write and blog but in the end it is the New UKIP street
army and NEW UKIP Parliamentary candidates who will achieve our hearts desires.
Please act now and join up.
IT is vital for you, your children and your grandchildren.
I will be dead and gone but
please all take the lamp of Freedom and the torch of BREXIT and join this only available
political party. New UKIP GB
Thank you one and all.

Athanasian Creed
Athanasius of Alexandria was traditionally thought to be the author of the Athanasian Creed, and gives his
name to its common title.
The Athanasian Creed, also known as Pseudo-Athanasian Creed or Quicunque Vult (also Quicumque
Vult), is a Christian statement of belief focused on Trinitarian doctrine and Christology. The Latin name of
the creed, Quicunque vult, is taken from the opening words, "Whosoever wishes". The creed has been used
by Christian churches since the sixth century. It is the first creed in which the equality of the three persons of
the Trinity is explicitly stated. It differs from the Nicene-Constantinopolitan and Apostles' Creeds in the
inclusion of anathemas, or condemnations of those who disagree with the creed (like the original Nicene
Creed).
Widely accepted among Western Christians, including the Roman Catholic Church and some Anglican
churches, Lutheran churches (it is considered part of Lutheran confessions in the Book of Concord), and
ancient, liturgical churches generally, the Athanasian Creed has been used in public worship less and less
frequently, but part of it can be found as an "Authorized Affirmation of Faith" in the recent (2000) Common
Worship liturgy of the Church of England [Main Volume page 145].[1][2]
It was designed to distinguish Nicene Christianity from the heresy of Arianism. Liturgically, this Creed was
recited at the Sunday Office of Prime in the Western Church; it is not in common use in the Eastern Church.
The creed has never gained acceptance in liturgy among Eastern Christians since it was considered as one of
many unorthodox fabrications that contained the Filioque clause. Today, the Athanasian Creed is rarely used
even in the Western Church. When used, one common practice is to use it once a year on Trinity Sunday..

